
As an artist who has delved into the world of spray painting, I have discovered a

dynamic and captivating medium that allows for the expression of raw emotion and

creativity. Through the hissing cans and vibrant mists of color, I have found a unique

outlet for my artistic vision. Learning the art of spray painting has been a journey of

exploration and growth for me. It is a skill that requires patience, practice, and a deep

understanding of techniques unique to this art form. From controlling the pressure of

the can to mastering the art of blending colors seamlessly, each stroke and spray has

taught me valuable lessons in precision and control.

My journey into the realm of spray painting has been both exhilarating and

challenging. It's not merely about wielding a can; it's about mastering a complex skill

that demands patience, dedication, Yet, amidst the trials and errors that inevitably

accompany the learning process, I have come to embrace imperfection as a catalyst for

innovation. Rather than viewing mistakes as setbacks, I see them as opportunities to

push the boundaries of my creativity and adapt my artistic expression.

When I first started to paint on the blank wooden board I was nervous that it would

not turn out the way I wanted, but in reality, nothing is as perfect as you would like it to

be. Having the mindset to course correct when I began to have doubts about the

outlook in my art. I definitely feel that creating the Eye was the hardest to create as I

had to change the whole concept from a whole face but to shrink it down into an eye

was definitely for the better. As I could center in on one part rather than dealing with



the whole face. Unlike the city skyline, I had more access to videos and tutorials along

with my short background spray painting cities. However this process was more

challenging as I have never worked on a canvas as big as the board.

Through trial and error, I have learned to embrace imperfections and turn them into

opportunities for innovation. I have bent my creative expression to move around

problems that have occurred for the duration of my process. Having the access to learn

these new profound skills has definitely been a life changing process over the course of

my time at Freestyle Academy, and can not express it into words how grateful I am to

have had this experience. And can not wait to see where this takes me in the future.


